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Brief Headlines
Voltas registered a 10% year-on-year decline in profit at Rs 110 crore for June 2022 dented by
other income. Revenue grew by 50 % YoY to Rs 2,795 crore during the same period largely
driven by unitary cooling products segment that grew 125% YoY.
Lemon Tree Hotels reports Q1 profit at Rs 13.57 crore against loss. Revenue grew by 356% YoY
to Rs 192 crore for the quarter.
MOIL recorded a 66.3% year-on-year growth in profit at Rs 102.78 crore for the June FY23
quarter, partly on a low base. Healthy operating income and revenue boosted profitability.
Revenue grew by 28% to Rs 375.58 crore during the same period.
Jio Platforms announced a partnership with Subex for its AI Orchestration Platform,
HyperSense. It will offer its Cloud Native 5G Core to telecom companies globally along with
Subex's HyperSense for enabling closed loop network automation, product performance and
customer experience analytics.
eClerx Services said board of directors will hold meeting on August 9 to consider issuance of
bonus equity shares and will also consider un-audited financial results of the company for
June quarter.
Adani Green Energy reported a 2.3 % YoY decline in consolidated profit at Rs 214 crore for the
quarter ended June 2022, dented by lower other income, and forex loss. Revenue grew by
58% YoY to Rs 1,701 crore during the same period.

Gravita India recorded a massive 98% YoY growth in consolidated profit at Rs 44.65 crore for
the June FY23 quarter, largely driven by other income. Revenue increased by 30 % to Rs 580
crore during the same period.
Aurobindo Pharma's manufacturing facility in Andhra Pradesh has received a 'Form 483'
with three observations, but none of these observations are related to data integrity. The
USFDA has inspected the company's Unit XI, an API non-antibiotic manufacturing facility
during July 25 to August 2.
The USFDA has recently concluded audit of this facility at Roorkee, India of Jubilant Generics,
a subsidiary of its wholly owned subsidiary Jubilant Pharma.
Thermax recorded 39% YoY growth in consolidated profit at Rs 58.95 crore for the quarter
ended June 2022 supported by top line and operating performance. Revenue surged 57%
YoY to Rs 1,654.48 crore in Q1FY23.
Schneider Electric Infrastructure: The company reported profit at Rs 26.5 crore for the
quarter ended June 2022 against loss of Rs 16.08 crore in year-ago period, partly aided by
exceptional gain and operating income. Revenue jumped 29 percent YoY to Rs 371.48 crore
in the same period.
Brigade Enterprises recorded profit at Rs 64.65 crore for June quarter against loss of Rs 85.89
crore in same period last year. The Q1FY22 performance was affected by second Covid wave.
Revenue grew by 136% YoY to Rs 902.49 crore during the same period.

EQUITY REPORT
Market Update
Indian shares ended little changed, after four straight sessions of gains, with banking and energy stocks advancing to counter losses in information technology. The NSE Nifty 50 index
was up 0.03% at 17,345.45, at close and the S&P BSE Sensex rose 0.04% to 58,136.36. Both the indexes were down as much as 0.6% earlier in the day but saw a recovery in the
ﬁnal hours of the session on positive cues from the Indian rupee , which strengthened to 78.49 per dollar, its highest level since June 28. Global stocks slipped on Tuesday, weighed by
fears of a global recession and on concerns that a visit by U.S. House of Representatives Speaker Nancy Pelosi to Taiwan would further harm relations between China and the United
States. Looking ahead, traders will turn focus to the Reserve Bank of India's (RBI) monetary policy decision on interest rates on Friday. With inﬂation at multi-year highs, the RBI's
monetary policy committee is seen raising rates, though the views on the quantum of increase were split wide between 25 basis points and 50 basis points. In domestic trading, the
Nifty's public sector bank index and energy index closed 2.68% and 1.09% higher, respectively, while the IT index fell 0.67%.Among individual stock moves, GAIL closed 3.9% lower.
Reuters had earlier reported that the country's largest gas distributor started rationing and cutting supplies to clients after imports from a former unit of Russian energy giant
Gazprom got hit by sanctions.
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Growth Vs. Value Investing
Investing in stocks means buying shares of over the next few years, either because they have a
ownership in a public company. People invest in product or line of products that are expected to sell
stocks in expectation of getting higher returns, thus well or because they appear to be run better than
many of their competitors and
are thus predicted to gain an
edge on them in their market.
These companies demonstrate
better than average growth and
thus attract many investments.
They have an above average
price-to-earning (P/E) ratio and
pay low dividends. They are
expected to continue to deliver
high levels of profit growth, but
there are no guarantees.
These stocks come with high
volatility means these
companies could fall sharply
increasing a shareholders' wealth. For an investor
who wishes for long term gains, it becomes essential given any negative news about the company or its
that he understands business from various given sector comes out. Lower-than-expected
perspectives. Each investor builds his own checklist earnings could also disappoint the market.
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Many value investors believe that most value stocks
are created due to investors' overreacting to recent
company problems, such as disappointing earnings,
negative publicity, or legal problems, all of which may
raise doubts about the company's long-term
prospects. These stocks have low price-to-earnings
ratio and may have high dividend yield as they
continue to payout dividends despite their low share
price.
HCL Technologies can be considered a good value
stock as it is trading around Rs. 940, close to its 52week low of Rs. 877. It is one of the largest IT
companies in India and the P/E ratio of company is
currently below its peer group at 18.9 with its dividend
yield at 3.38%. It has a market cap of around Rs. 2.5
lakh crore.
Growth or Value Stocks?
Growth and value stocks' performance has been
widely debated but it remains cyclical in nature. It
depends on the investor and his school of thought as
to which one he prefers. A stock may evolve in time
from growth to value, or vice versa. Also, the investors
in both strategies have the same goal – to increase
their wealth. Therefore, it is wise to diversify one's
portfolio & invest in both strategies equally. One
should also rebalance their portfolio periodically.
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Stock Report

The stock report above represents stocks of high-quality
businesses that have seen higher profit growth than its sales
growth on an average in the last 5 years. These businesses
maintain a good debt position in relation to its equity. Low and
consistent debt position means the company has the potential to
fund its future investments through its shareholders' equity,
therefore improving shareholders wealth.
The stocks in this report have been categorized by the size of their
Market Cap (largest to smallest). It is the market value of any
publicly traded company's outstanding shares, calculated by
multiplying the company's current share price with its total
number of outstanding shares.
Studying high-quality businesses demands analysing various
important parameters thoroughly. We have considered the
following for our report:
Growth – Growth in revenue and profits of a business over the
years shows that the company has been increasing revenue sales
and has maintained it profits over the years. In our report, we
have taken stocks with their profit growth more than its average
sales growth in the past 5 years. In addition, all the stocks have an
average 5 year sales growth of more than 10%.

Return on Capital Employed (ROCE) – This ratio measures a
company's profitability in terms of all of its capital as it is put to
use. a higher ROCE indicates stronger profitability across
company comparisons. Our stocks in this report have an ROCE
ratio of more than 15%.
Debt to Equity (D/E) Ratio – It indicates the relative proportion of
shareholders' equity and debt used to finance a company's
assets. It reflects the ability of shareholders' equity to cover all
outstanding debts in the event of a business downturn. Lower the
debt, lower will be the risk to the shareholders of the company.
We have considered companies with a D/E ratio of less than 0.25
for our report.
P/E to Growth (PEG) Ratio – It is a stock's P/E ratio divided by its
earnings growth rate for a period. A company's P/E and
expected growth should be equal, which denotes a fairly valued
company with a PEG ratio of 1. Our list consists of companies
with a PEG ratio of less than 2.
Let's understand this by taking an example of a company with
largest market cap in our report, Divi's Lab. The profit growth in 5
years is 23%, while its sales growth for the same period is 17%.
The company's ROCE is 35% while it has a D/E ratio of 0. Its

operation profit margin is 43%. The
company has given returns and can
prove to be a good investment.
On the other hand, let's take a
company with the smallest market cap
in our report, Manali Petrochem. The
company's 5 years sales growth was
20% and its profit growth was tremendous at 55%. The ROCE was
high at 63% with a low D/E ratio at 0.02. The operating profit
margin of the company stands at 36%. Given its small market cap,
the company has given outstanding numbers and can be
considered a high-quality investment.
Concluding, this report can be useful to
determine high-quality companies
with strong financials and growth in
their business. These stocks have the
potential to push their share price to greater heights. Therefore,
the above parameters should be studied in detail to find stocks
specific to investor's interest depending on individual's
conclusion influenced by their risk-taking ability and their
investment portfolio.

Derivatives Analysis

Derivatives are securities that derive their value form an
underlying asset. Most common form of derivatives are future
contracts.
Open interest refers to total number of outstanding derivatives
contracts that have not been settled. For every buyer of a future
contract there must be a seller. If a bought contract is not sold
then it is considered open. When options have large open
interest, it indicates it has large number of buyers & sellers.

From the table above let us take an example of FEDERAL BANK.
The contract of FEDERAL BANK stands with an open interest of
9,31,40,000 which portray huge momentum and many players in
the contract. The increase from the previous day in OI is 6.54%.
One of the indicators to invest in contracts is when there is an
increase in open interest with an increase in price which indicates
a possibility for price of the contract to grow further in the
coming days and could be a good trading bet for short term.

In addition to, price of FEDERAL BANK was stagnant in the past
week but yesterday with huge volume support the stock gained
momentum and made a high of 111, which means that both price
and open interest are in a similar upwards positive direction and
have prospective to be promoted even further.
This is one of the indicators to be studied and in the same way all
the options cans be analysed first and depending on results
money could be invested as per individual requirement.

Economic Calendar
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Chart Setup
WIPRO Ltd.

Indus Towers Limited

With huge support in volume the stock is trading in an upward trend. Buy at
CMP with a SL of 425 and target around 440.

Trendline break down. The stock has opened in a gap down. Sell at
CMP with SL at 215 and target between 175-180.

Gail Ltd.

Adani Transmission Ltd.

Again a trendline break down with huge volume support. Sell at CMP
with SL at 145 and target around 125.

The stock has been trading in a continuously upward trend. Buy
at CMP with SL at 3430 and target around 3600.

Disclaimer: The report only represents personal opinions and are for educational purposes. No part of the report should be considered as recommendation for buying/selling

Mutual Fund Activity
MF SEBI

Foreign Institutional Investors
FII SEBI
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BOROSIL RENEWABLES LIMITED

Overview of the Company
Borosil Renewables Limited is the first and only
solar glass manufacturer in India. The company is a
part of the Borosil Group that manufactures range
of lab ware, scientific ware, and consumer ware
products. It currently has a 450-tonne per day solar
panel glass capacity which is enough to power 2.5
GW of solar power plants. It has a factory at
Bharuch in Gujarat, built in January 2010, meeting
about 40% of India's solar glass requirement. With
its new plant, the Brownfield expansion at Bharuch
plant, the company expects to double its capacity to
900-tonnes per day.

(I) Revenue Model
Borosil Renewables' total revenue in the year 202122 accounted for Rs. 64,422 lakhs, an approximate
increase of 28% from the previous year.
About 73% of this revenue, equivalent to Rs.
47303.77 lakhs came from sales within India
meeting 40% of India's solar glass requirement.
India fulfils the rest of its requirement through
imports from countries like China, Malaysia, and
Vietnam. Exports made up 27% of the total sales in
2021-22. The company exports its present solar
panel capacity to Europe, with primary focus being
Germany, Spain, Portugal, Russia, and Turkey,

Shakti: Solar Glass in Matt-Matt Finish:
· Recent development with matt-matt finish on both
sides
· transmission value reaching upwards of 94.0%
with use of an appropriate AR Coating
· Forms around 50% of sales within one year of
product development
· Forms a good bond with EVA
2 mm Fully Tempered Solar Glass:
· Borosil - World's first manufacturer of such glass
· Low cost of ownership throughout the life of the

·The compounded sales growth in the previous 3
years has been 44%.
· Compounded profit growth was 53% in past 3
years and 85% in trailing twelve months.
· The company is showing high top line growth in the
past few years.
· OPM more than doubled between March 2020 and
2021.
(VI) Opportunities & Threats

project
· Qualifies as a safety glass for BIPV, rooftops and
claddings
· Easier for handling, movements, installation: 35%
lighter than traditional 3.2 mm glass
· Superior edge sealing leading to increased
module life up to 40 years with no power losses
NoSbEra: Antimony-Free Solar Glass:
· Borosil developed world's first antimony-free solar
glass
· Antimony in solar glass is toxic and causes various
health problems
· Test results published by SPF (gold standard for
testing and certification of solar glass) establish that
Antimony free glass by Borosil has nil photodegradation and the highest efficiency amongst the
solar glasses
Selene: Antiglare Solar Glass:
· Recent innovation with a specially designed
textured surface
· It uses a diffusion mechanism to diffuse the
reflected light off the surface
· Transmission in anti-glare glass is slightly lower
than the usual non-textured solar glass
· Suitable for Solar PV installations near airport
Solar Glass with Anti-Reflective Coating:
· This coated solar glass gives transmission beyond
94%
· Consist of a thin layer of dielectric material, with a
specially chosen thickness
Solar Glass with Anti-Soiling Coating:
· soils less quickly and is easier to clean
· can maintain their optimal performance for longer,
while reducing cleaning cycles
· brings direct performance improvements and
indirect maintenance savings, boosting the IRR of
solar projects in dry environments

along with the US.
(II) Shareholding Pattern
The shareholding pattern has seen minimal
change in the past quarter with around 0.040.16% change in each of them. In the last
year, the following changes are observed:

· Promoter
holding has
decreased
by 0.13% to
61.65% in
June 2022.
· FII has
decreased
holdings by
0.39% to 4.87% in the previous year.
· DIIs holdings have increased to 0.18% from 0.04%
in June 2021, with mutual funds holding almost
0.16%.
· Public holdings have risen to 33.3% by 1.38% this
year.
(III) Product Portfolio
Low- Iron Textured Solar Glass:
· Higher transmission and lowest iron content solar
glass in the world with 60 ppm
· Low potential induced degradation (PID)
· Higher chemical durability
· Very high hydrolytic resistance
· Fully tempered solar glass much safer to operate
and 2 times stronger when compared to heat
strengthened glass

(IV) Overseas Acquisition
Borosil Renewables Ltd executed a binding Share
Purchase Agreement on April 25, 2022, for the
acquisition of 100% stake in Interfloat Group,
Europe's largest manufacturer of solar glass. The
company consists of GMB Glasmanufaktur
Brandenburg GmbH (GMB), located in Tschernitz,
Germany, and Interfloat Corporation, based in
Ruggell, Liechtenstein. With its acquisition of the
Interfloat Group, BRL's solar glass output will grow

to 750 TPD from the current 450 TPD, an increase
of 66%.
(V) Financial Parameters

(VII) Outlook
The growth of solar energy in the country has
gained momentum in the last 5-6 years. The
Government has plans to set up 100 GW of solar
power installations by year, 2022 and a new target
of 300 GW by year, 2030 has been set. To achieve
this, we need corresponding quantity of solar
modules, which could either be imported or made
domestically. Domestic manufacturing of solar
modules requires supply of solar glass.
Grid power, rooftop, solar water pumps, electrical
vehicles, green hydrogen, demand from agencies
like Solar Energy Corporation of India Limited
(SECI) have shown good growth. The Company
expects that the solar module manufacturing in the
country will go up to almost 45-50 GW from 15 GW
at present due to a series of measures taken by the
Government, thus increasing the demand for solar
glass exponentially. Also, there is a good
opportunity to increase exports of modules.
They expect to invest Rs 1,500 crore to take their
capacity to 1,550 TPD by FY24 and to 2,100 TPD by
FY25 which will help them supply 15 GW of solar
modules. The company will also invest in its
German plant to increase its capacity to 500 TPD
from 300 TPD now by 2023. With this capacity
augmentation, by FY25 we will be able to supply
2,600 TDP of solar panel glasses that can generate
15 GW of power and make them the largest nonChinese owned company in this field.
The chart shows
the projected
solar glass
production
capacity of the
firm by 2024 to
almost 16 GW
with its future
expansions
domestically and
internationally.

